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READY AND SET FOR FINAL EXAMS

MEC for Education, Bonakele Majuba
said chief invigilators are also appointed
PIENAAR - In less than two weeks,
as overall Covid-19 compliance officers
69 260 Grade 12 learners registered as
for the period of the examinations.
candidates, will write their first paper in
“They are expected to ensure the
560 centres.
prevention and early detection of
According to the Department of
behaviour that may threaten
Education, this is the biggest
examination credibility,
number of candidates
enforce compliance to
compared to 2019 when
Covid-19 regulations
there were 56 833
and protocols to
candidates and 56 030
prevent or limit the
in 2020, respectively.
spread of the virus,
All systems are
provide and use
in place as training
the examination
for chief invigilators
material correctly
has been conducted
and take care of
to enhance efficiency
candidates with special
in the examination
educational needs.
administration processes.
“Our wish is that all
This is to entrench
learners that sat for this
examination integrity,
examination, must make
Head of Department,
credibility and ethical
the grade, however, we
Lucy Moyane confident
conduct. This examination
may be comforted if the
of the outcome
process will be held in the
Province may revert to the
context of managing the
80% pass rate bracket and
Covid-19 health and safety protocols.
obtain 83% which was our target before
This will be important for examination
the advent of COVID-19. We say this
centres to comply at all times.
confidently, judging by the work done
JABULANE KHUMALO

Class of 2021 at Hillaria Mthethwa Secondary School are ready for the examinations.

by teachers who went an extra mile to
prepare learners for this examination,”
said Majuba.
Speaking to two Grade 12 learners of
Hillaria Mthethwa Secondary School
in Pienaar, Siphesihle Gumede and
Tiphelele Mavuso, they said they are
ready and looking forward to writing
all subjects as they worked tirelessly to
prepare with the assistance and support
of their teachers.
“The only way to ace those exams
is to study and not to forget to draw
up a timetable that will help you study
effectively,” Gumede advised.
His classmate gave a tip to other
learners to spend less time on their
phones and social media for the duration
of the examinations.
”Our parents have given us time off
from house chores, so let us try and
limit time on our gadgets and try finding
studying methods to make things easier
for ourselves to reach the target,”
she said.
The final examinations will commence
on October 27 until December 7, 2021.
Results are expected to be announced on
Friday, January 21, 2022.

Mandla Msibi being led by police to the
court cells.

Mandla Msibi loses
Executive and
political position
MBOMBELA – Embattled MEC for
Agriculture, Rural Development, Land and
Environmental Affairs (DARDLEA), Mandla
Msibi has not only lost his Executive Committee
position as a Member of the Executive Committee,
but also his position as a member of the Provincial
Executive Committee (PEC) of the African
National Congress (ANC)and also as the Elections
Manager of the organization.
His fate was announced by Premier Refilwe
Mtshweni-Tsipane during a media conference
she called on Tuesday evening and subsequently,
the ANC provincial ANC sent out a statement
pronouncing their stance on the matter.
Mtshweni-Tsipane said: “I hereby wish to
announce that I have decided, after consultation
with the ANC leadership in the Province, to
release MEC Mandla Msibi, responsible for
Agriculture, Rural Development, Land and
Environmental Affairs, from his position in the
Provincial Executive Council, with immediate
effect. I am doing so in the light of his muchpublicized detention yesterday the 11th of October
2021.
“The decision to release MEC Msibi has been
taken in consideration of the seriousness of the
charges he is facing, as well as the impact that
same will have on his work as an Executive
Authority in government.
“After all, it is to be expected that he should
dedicate a fair amount of time to the case he
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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MARITE RESIDENTS ARE UNDER SIEGE!
BONGANI HLATSHWAYO

MARITE – Criminals in this sprawling
village have an upper-hand over the
community to a point that they’ve instilled
so much fear in them to a point that the
serious crimes they’ve created over the
years, have rendered them unprosecutable
in the various courtrooms.
The seriousness of the situation was
aptly expressed by Senior Prosecutor, Ms
C Mnisi during a crime imbizo held on
Saturday 9 October who declared before
the community that thy are fighting tooth
and nail to convict the notorious criminals,
’but there’s lack of evidence because the
people of Marite are fearful of submitting
statements that can convict the criminals.’
Mnisi said: “I can vouch for some
investigating officers who are hardworking
that they and us in the justice ministry, are
let down by the fearful community as they
refuse to submit evidence that would assist
to convict these criminals, especially in
this area.
“My plea to the community is: submit
your statements which is evidence that
will put them behind bars for a very long
time. I am fighting to eradicate this crime
from many communities, but we need full
co-operation from the community,” said
Mnisi.
President of Contralesa, Chief Lameck
Mokoena also expressed dismay at the lack

MEC Vusi Shongwe, Provincial Commissioner, Lt.General Semakaleng Manamela and
HOD Godfrey Ntombela.

of action on the part of government. In this
instance, he decried a lack of support when
he personally appealed for the erection of a
shopping mall in the area to create jobs for
the community.
“Many people would be employed and
less crime. I also appealed for recreational
facilities to occupy children and
youngsters, instead of focussing on crime,
all of that has been a pipe dream.
“The bad condition of our roads
which have contributed to the police not
attending crime situations is because they
are in a bad condition. They, too have not
been fixed, to date. We need answers and
we need action immediately,
“Another rather funny, but serious
occurrence here, is that there’s something

queer about women in Marite, there are no
pregnant women here because the crime
situation has entered the bedrooms, men
are no longer functional because they live
in fear of the criminals in the area, yet I
need my chiefdom to grow, but it’s this
crime situation ” he said.
Among others, they complained about
the high incidents of rape, carjackings,
housebreaking, murder, robbery at
residential premises and murder. Others
expressed their unhappiness at the length
of time it takes for the police to respond to
crime scenes.
They also alleged that some SAPS
members were in cahoots with criminals.
This, they say, is one of the reasons crime
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perpetrators were not punished and many
were not willing to help the police in
solving crime.
The residents further called on the
government to fast-track the process of
building a police station in Marite. They
told the Imbizo that this will help with the
swift response to crime in the area and
residents will no longer have to travel to
Calcutta Police Station to report crime
cases.
It is alleged that communities are
terrified to give police crime tipoffs because they are afraid of being
victimized. There are allegations of the
existence of gangs, who at times, target
trucks that are passing by on the R40
Road. These trucks, once stopped, are
dispossessed of goods by armed gangs.
MEC for Community Safety, Security
and Liaison, Vusi Shongwe, pleaded with
the communities to work with the police
to combat crime. He reminded them that
crime suspects are known in communities
and therefore, they should be exposed. He
promised the residents that he was going
to return to the area with other members of
the security cluster unannounced, so that
criminals are sniffed out.
Shongwe, also called for the rotation
of police stationed in Marite and Calcutta
as one of the measures that could help
in combating crime in the area. He
also reiterated his call for the optimal
utilization of the SAPS Tactical Response
Team (TRT), saying it was a critical unit in
fighting gang-related crime.
“The few rotten police officers must be
flushed out because they are a disgrace
to the uniform and the badge they are
wearing. They must be rotated because
if they stay too long in Marite, they end
up being in cahoots with criminals,” said
Shongwe.
He also mentioned that the government
was doing everything possible to end
gender-based violence (GBV). He decried
men who were like hyenas preying
on women and children. He implored
communities to work with the police to
eradicate the scourge.
He has called on Bushbuckridge Local
Municipality to ensure that they improve
lighting in the area because the lack
of street lights was cited as one of the
contributors to crime at night.
Marite is one of the top 30 police
stations that contributed mostly to 17
categories of serious crimes reported by
communities for the first quarter (April to
June 2021).

is facing. It is common cause that the
governing ANC has set itself a particular
moral standard that all of us as its public
representatives have to abide by.
“Whilst I release MEC Msibi from his role
and responsibilities, I wish to emphasize and
accordingly observe the two basic pillars of
our jurisprudence: the right to be presumed
innocent until proven otherwise, and the right
to equality before the law.
“In the meantime, I have determined
that MEC for Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs, MEC Busisiwe Shiba,
will continue to act in Hon Mandla Msibi’s
position until it would have been filled
substantively.
“Mandla Msibi is a comrade of mine,
whom I have known and worked with over
many years. I hold him in very high regard
and shall continue to so do until proven
otherwise. In this regard, I can only hope that
this unfortunate event will afford him the
opportunity to reflect deeply.
“It remains for me to thank Cde
Mandla Msibi for his collegiality and
commitment during his tenure as MEC in

the Mpumalanga Provincial Government,”
concluded Mtshweni-Tsipane.
Meanwhile, the provincial ANC released
the following statement:
“The African National Congress (ANC)
in Mpumalanga Province, has learned with
serious shock and disappointment of the
allegations levelled against Mr Mandla Msibi,
a PEC member of the ANC in the province.
“The ANC has reliably established that
Mr Mandla Msibi handed himself over to
the police on Monday the 11th of October
2021 and charged with two counts of murder
and one of attempted murder. The ANC
takes these allegations against Mr Msibi
extremely serious, as it contravenes our
constitution which protects the right of life for
everycitizen.
“The PEC has resolved that Mr Msibi must
step aside as a member of the ANC, PEC
Member, Elections Manager and Member of
Executive Council until the case is concluded
by the competent courts of the land consistent
with the resolutions of the most recent
National Executive Committee meeting of
the ANC and the 54th National Conference,
which resolved that all members charged for
corruption and other serious crimes should

step aside from all activities associated with
the ANC.
“This call for Mr Msibi to step aside will
happen concurrently with other formal
procedures of the ANC which take place
when its members and leaders are found to
be in conflict with the law, which amongst
them is appearing in front of the integrity
commission and disciplinary committee.
“The PEC has since appointed Cde JL
Mahlangu as an Elections Manager and we
request all structures of the ANC to support
him as we prepare for decisive ANC victory
on the 1st of November 2021. We call on all
members of the ANC not to be distracted
by this unfortunate incident but intensify
their campaigns towards the upcoming local
government elections.
“The ANC condemns all forms of violence
and appeals to all members of the ANC to
desist from the act of resolving problems
through violent means in all sections of their
lives. We further call on all our members to
respect the judicial process underway and
discourage them from mobilizing members
against the judiciary and other state
institutions,” it stated.
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GLENCORE COAL LAUNCHES A BUSINESS
HUB TO EMPOWER LOCAL BUSINESSES
EMALAHLENI - Glencore Coal seeks
to contribute to activities and programmes
designed to improve the quality of life in
their communities.
Recognising the major contribution
small businesses can make to local
economies and their potential of
alleviating some of the socio-economic
challenges faced by communities,
Glencore Coal launched their Enterprise
Supplier Development Portal as a key tool
to support SMMEs in their communities.
The Glencore ESD Portal allows local
businesses to register their business
profiles and access procurement
opportunities through Glencore. Those
who register on the ESD portal will
obtain information about procurement
opportunities and may qualify for
business support and advice so as to create
employment and business opportunities
to help build their capacity, skills and
expertise. Glencore Coal has now
launched a business walk-in centre for
the eMalahleni communities in Ogies,
Mpumalanga.
“At Glencore, one of our core values is
Entrepreneurialism where our aim is to
foster an entrepreneurship spirit within
our communities by supporting local,
black-owned businesses. The launch of
the business centre in the community of
Ogies comes at a very crucial point in our

country where we are desperately trying
to rebuild and strengthen our economy
after the year that has been. “This project
and many others form part of our Progress
Together initiatives which are designed
to show communities the positive ripple
effects of investing in the growth of our
people,” said Glencore Coal CEO, Murray
Houston.
In establishing the business centres,
Glencore partnered with Regoapele
Capital, a development consultancy that
specialises in the design, development and
implementation of enterprise development
and supplier development solutions.
Together with Regoapele Capital,
Glencore intends to connect with local
businesses from their communities in a
meaningful and lasting way.
THE SERVICES OFFERED BY
REGOAPELE WHICH WILL BE
AVAILABLE AT THE BUSINESS
WALK-IN CENTRE ARE:
Free consultations for SMMEs;
Diagnostic services for established
businesses applying for funding;
Information hub for local community
members;
Assisting SMMEs in preparing applications
for asset finance or working capital;
Providing SMME training, both business

skills training and specific technical
training;
Facilitating SMME attendance of any
accredited courses by third party providers;
Mentoring SMMEs with regards to
Enterprise Development; and
Offering targeted programs and initiatives
to equip SMMEs with the required
managerial, technical & financial skills.

Omphile Mathole, the Centre Manager,
says the success of programmes like
these lies in leveraging on the power of
big business to grow the business sector
through empowering SMMEs.
“The ESD programme is built on the
ideals of fostering sustainable growth
for small businesses, this is why what
Glencore is doing for their communities is
so important.
“With these walk-in centres, we will
be empowering SMMEs and creating a
diverse and competitive local business
environment where everyone has an
equal and fair opportunity to grow their
business,” he said.
The business walk-in centre will be
targeting a variety of small businesses
with a special focus on +51% black-owned
suppliers, +51% black women-owned
suppliers and 18-35-year-old black youthowned companies.
Innocent Mdlalosi, local business owner

3

of Investability, said they are excited to
have the centre in the community, “Today
is a really special day not just for us as
business owners but the whole community
at large. I want to thank Glencore for
their continued efforts to support our
community. The Glencore ESD hub is a
source of hope to us as growing business
owners and those who are considering
starting their own businesses” he
concluded.
In addition, Glencore Coal has also
rolled out the Supplier Development
Training Programme as part of the offering
of the ESD program. The new offering
is a one year long training programme
to ensure that small businesses are fully
equipped with the right knowledge and
expertise to grow their businesses. The
programme will cover various modules
such as; Strategic Planning and the use of
strategic tools in business, an introduction
to Glencore Coal Procurement, Acquiring
New Business and a step-by-step guide
to the tendering process, Financial
Management, Managerial Skills &
Leadership to name a few.
To date, Glencore Coal has enrolled
15 local businesses from the Nkangala
area in the training academy who have all
began the training in June and should be
completing within a year.” Glencore Coal
CEO, Murray Houston concluded.
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MORE THAN 50 PARTIES
TO CHOOSE FROM
DURING ELECTIONS

BONGANI HLATSHWAYO

BONGANI HLATSHWAYO
Kusinwa kudedelwane, aptly meaning a
nation can rejoice together in celebration,
but cannot simply enjoy the moment without
giving each other an opportunity to entertain
crowds singularly so, then afford the next
one to showcase his or her own capability to
please the very same crowd.
Currently in the political scene, we’re
experiencing the very same scenario as the
local government elections are looming on
1 November as a new leadership will be
ushered in through casting votes in the ballot.
At the same time, it’s a sad moment for
the outgoing ones after a five-year period,
thus having to face the reality of life as
unemployed individuals.
That’s the outlook of it in real essence.
But, if you step back and analyse one’s input,
would you score yourself above average
or excellent in the execution of your duties
during the last five years?
Have you made a difference in people’s
lives in the past five years and can account
for it or you’ve made a difference in your
personal life and can no longer afford to
maintain that lifestyle now that you’ve not
been included in the new line-up?
Be that as it may, the reality is that
politics is about being strategic as you don’t
operate in silos here, but as a collective
being bestowed with powers to rightfully
interpret party policies and infuse them into
government policies that will culminate in
efficient service delivery, rightfully driven
by you.
If you’ve been left out of your party list
to represent your organisation in the run up
to the local government elections, it simply
means you never made the grade and never
met the required criteria, but you’re not a
failure at all.
One very important fact to consider, going
forward, politics is a shared responsibility by
individuals belonging to a certain party with
the sole objective of serving communities
and changing their lives.
Were you that kind of local leader who had
the sole responsibility of your community at
heart, calling ward meetings in consultation
with the communities in matters affecting
them and resolving them?
This is the time when communities
out there will account on your activities
throughout the past five years. They will
ascertain if you scored correctly and at the
same time, your actions will impede on
your organisation. The more positive action
you’ve embarked upon, that will score
positively for your organisation and your
lifestyle can be restored.
Yes, this life is a give and take situation
- if you never delivered, don’t expect any
favours from your organisation and the
community at large.
One suicidal action that’s already
embarked upon by opposition parties and
new political formations that have emerged
during the build-up to the local government
elections on 1 November, is counting their
chickens before the eggs have hatched – I
must warn that the same communities that
all of them are fighting tooth and nail to win
over, are a very sensitive lot and are not to
be trusted that they will fully support you by
casting their votes for you.
Ziyajik’izinto when one is inside the ballot
box, ready to make their marks. If you don’t
believe that notion I’m warning you about,
take a cue from previous contenders for the
positions you’re yearning for, they lost. Some
are still bitter to this day, but in the final end,
it was the people’s choice on who they put
their trust on who to lead them.
I take this opportunity to wish all
candidates across all organisations, including
independent candidates, the best of luck from
the electorate as they cast their votes.
May the best party win!

When the electorates go to the
polling stations across the province
on 1 November, they will be having
the choice of 51 political parties to
choose from in order to ensure a good
livelihood for themselves and their
families.
This is proof that South Africa is a
real democratic states as people are
afforded the opportunity to choose their
own local leaders. These leaders will be
responsible for running service delivery
from the local municipality.
As they put their dots on the ballot
boxes, they’ll be having one thing in
mind: that the people or parties they
are voting for, will ensure that they have
decent housing, electricity, roads, sport
and recreational facilities, jobs and
economic opportunities, among other
needs.
The forthcoming local government
elections come forth as one of the highly
contested since the dawn of democracy
in 1994. Among the parties that will be
contesting, are newcomers who will be
contesting against notable organisations
such as the ANC, EFF, DA, FF Plus,
COPE, UDM, Inkatha Freedom
Party, African Christian Democratic
Party (ACDP) and the Pan Africanist
Congress of Azania, among others.
What comes as a surprise, is that
the new comers have a representation
in almost all the local municipalities,
except for the regional ones which have
targeted certain local municipalities,
whilst the big guns are represented in
all the local municipalities across the
province, which comprises of 17 local
municipalities which are the City of
Mbombela Local Municipality, Thaba

There must be housing for all.

Chweu, Bushbuckridge and Nkomazi
Local Municipality all of which fall
under Ehlanzeni District Municipality.
There’s also Emalahleni, Emakhazeni,
Dr JS Moroka, Thembisile Hani, Steve
Tshwete and Victor Khanye Local
Municipality, all of which fall under
Nkangala District Municipality. On
the other hand, there’s Chief Albert
Luthuli, Msukaligwa, Mkhondo, Pixley
ka Isaka Seme, Lekwa, Mkhondo and
Govan Mbeki Local Municipality, all
of which fall under the Gert Sibande
District Municipality.
What is evident among the newly
formed parties, is that some of them
comprise of former members of the
ruling party, ANC, who have influenced
some of these formations. On the other
hand, most of the new formations are
communal and specific to a certain area,
with the sole aim of wrestling power
from the ruling party.
It’s a known fact that during the

build-up of the final lists submitted
to the Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC), it resulted in a lot of
disgruntlements from several quarters
as a result of being omitted from the
party lists – lots of tensions spread
across the electorate, which resulted in
some of the new formations.
There’s been a lot of distrust among
comrades across the whole political
spectrum. What will emerge as potential
winners at the end of the day, will be
those who will deliver on the voters’
expectations, which is basically decent
housing, water, sanitation, roads,
sport and recreational facilities,
job opportunities and economic
opportunities, among others.
Currently, all political parties are out
there campaigning among communities.
1 November is on our doorsteps, your
vote will determine who the victors
will be. Go out there and exercise your
democratic rights and vote right.

LIST OF POLITICAL PARTIES REGISTERED WITH IEC
African National Congress (ANC), African Transformation Movement (ATM), Azania Residents Party, Democratic Alliance (DA),
Disability and Older Persons Political Party, Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), Forum 4 Service Delivery, Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP), Vrydreidsfort Plus (VF Plus), Abantu Batho Congress, African Restoration Alliance, African People’s Convention (APC).
African Voice Progressive Party, Bolsheviks Party of South Africa, Moretele Independent Civic Organisation, Moretele People’s
Party, Sindawonye Progressive Party, United Residents Front, African United Movement, Better Residents Association,
Bushbuckridge Locals movement, Democratic Community Movement, Independent South African National Civic Organisation.
South Africa My Home Residents Association, Independent, African Christian Democratic Party (ACDP), African Freedom
Revolution, African People’s Movement, United Independent Movement, Civic Voice, Lekwa Community Forum, Pan Africanist
Congress (PAC), Patriotic Alliance, Socialist Civic Movement, Congress of the People (COPE), Singukukhanya Kwezwe Christian
Party, African Voice Progressive Party.
SAYCO Gondwe Civic Movement, African Basic Republicans, African Independent Congress, Defenders of the People, Middelburg
and Hendrina Residents Front, Spectrum National Party, African Independent People’s Organisation, Ingubo Yeskhethu Party,
International Revelation Congress, United Democratic Movement (UDM), Power of African Unity and Able Leadership.

R573 road in Kwamhlanga needs rehabilitation.
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BRIGA BHOVA CAMPAIGN
KICKS OFF TRANSPORT MONTH
JABULANE KHUMALO

MBOMBELA - The Department of
Public Works, Roads and Transport
launched Transport Month at the
Mbombela Taxi Rank on Friday,
October 8.
Under the theme, “Briga Bhova,
riding the wave to a better transport
system,” MEC Mohita Latchminarain
addressed various stakeholders in the
transport industry. She said the purpose
of the Transport Month campaign is
to highlight the role of transport in
the advancement of socio-economic
development and its impact in the entire
value chain of service delivery.
“Later during this month, we will
be traveling across the province
sharing our successes and progress
made in providing safe, reliable and
accessible public transport system and
infrastructure.
“We ought to celebrate these
successes while they take place under
the leadership of our first female
Premier in the province, Refilwe

Mtshweni-Tsipane. This annual
campaign also presents an opportunity
to engage with communities and various
stakeholders to address challenges
facing the sector, such as high level
of road accidents and fatalities on a
regular basis, including the rising costs
of mobility and provision of world-class
infrastructure.”
She further said as a department, they
will always ensure that they subsidise
over 400 000 commuters who are
using busses in 154 routes which is an
investment of over R754 million.
The department has invested R432
million towards scholar transport. This
investment will ensure that more than
64 000 learners who stay more than five
kilometres from the nearest school, are
provided with scholar transport. They
will get to school on time and to study
without exhaustion.
“Although we are continuously faced
with budgetary constraints to provide
reliable transport Infrastructure, we will
try our best to strike a balance between
planning, designing, construction and

maintenance, which at times causes
serious delays in the provision of
new infrastructure, particularly to
rural communities who are currently
experiencing massive backlogs.
“After the launch, we will embark on
a number of activities throughout the
province visiting all sites that have to
do with transport. Among those, we will
conduct Law Enforcement operations,
donations of Shova’kalula bicycles in
schools, handing over of completed
roads projects and sod turning of new
projects.”
Transport Minister, Fikile Mbalula,
launched Transport Month in the North
West with a labour Intensive S’hamba
Sonke programme. The programme
saw the construction of four bridges at
Vermaasdrift.
This was followed by the official
opening of two new state-of-the-art
licensing centres in Midrand and
Centurion. These are among various
activities that will be taking place in
the transport sector during the course
of October.

Buscor chairperson Norah Fakude.

MEC Mohita Latchminarain.

Taking Sanral to the people of Bushbuckridge to fix roads
BUSHBUCKRIDGE - The South African
National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL)
hosted its flagship ‘Taking SANRAL to the
People’ stakeholder engagement session to
foster dialogue with small, medium and micro
enterprises (SMMEs) and community members
about its current and upcoming projects in
Bushbuckridge and Mpumalanga province
at large.
Speaking at the stakeholder engagement
session, Madoda Mthembu, SANRAL Northern
region’s operations and maintenance manager,
unpacked the projects covering the entire
SANRAL network in Mpumalanga.
“These projects include up to 12 routine road
maintenance projects (RRM) in Mkhondo (N2
national road and the R33), Volksrust (N11
national road, R23 and the R35), Standerton
(R23 national road, R27 and R35), Govan
Mbeki (N17 national road, R38 and R35),
Chief Albert Luthuli (N17 national road, R38
and R33), Steve Tshwete (N11 national road,
R555 and R35), eMalahleni (N12 national
road, R555 and R573), Mbombela and
Bushbuckridge (R40 national road, R37, N4
and R38), Nkomazi (R570 national road, R571,
R581 and R582), Thaba Chweu (R37 national
road) and the two routine road maintenance

Municipality, Greater Groblersdal Cross
(RRM) projects which are in Msukaligwa,”
Boundary District Municipality, Dr JS Moroka
said Mthembu.
Local Municipality and Thaba Chweu Local
In addition to the RRM projects, SANRAL
Municipality.
also has up to seven conventional projects
“SANRAL comes with goodwill.
covering the entire SANRAL
The information shared by
network in Mpumalanga.
SANRAL is critical as it gives
“Periodic maintenance
first-hand knowledge of how
(N11 national road, N12,
road infrastructure in our
R33, R37 and R40),
municipality and the entire
special maintenance
Mpumalanga province will
of toll roads (N12
unfold, and the opportunities
national road, R35,
that will arise,” said Executive
R37, R40 and N11),
Mayor of Bushbuckridge
special maintenance of
Local Municipality, Sylvia
non-toll (N4 national
Nxumalo.
road), strengthening
SANRAL Board chairman,
(N17 national road, R23,
Themba Mhambi addressed
R37, R38 and R35), new
the stakeholders on the need for
facilities (R40 national road,
R555, R573 and N40),
Madoda Mthembu, SANRAL transformation, what it means
and new facilities for the
Northern region’s operations and why it is critical for a stateowned entity such as SANRAL to
N4 national road,” said
and maintenance manager.
implement transformation policies.
Mthembu.
“Taking SANRAL to the
SANRAL also has up
people is an important engagement from a
to 14 community development projects in
transformation perspective because the targeted
Mpumalanga spread across Sekhukhune Cross
SMMEs for this engagement operate at a local
Boundary District Municipality, Gert Sibande
level. The government of South Africa came
District Municipality, Thembisile Hani Local

up with legislation that includes important
laws such as the Broad-based Black Economic
Empowerment Act.
“This legislation ensures that some of the
capital belonging to the country or government
is ring-fenced strictly to benefit black people
and black businesses, because they were
excluded in terms of economic opportunities,
educational opportunities, and general socioeconomic development in the past,” said
Mhambi.
In achieving this, SANRAL implemented
laws that support transformation such as the
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework
Act.
“These laws are particularly important
when SANRAL is having construction tenders
advertised. They ensure that the tender
procurement is done preferentially and that
designated groups like women, youth, military
veterans and people with disabilities are
allowed to participate.
“As the SANRAL Board, we want
the stakeholders to know that there is a
commitment on our part and that our officials
at SANRAL are doing their best to create
opportunities for both SMMEs and community
members,” said Mhambi.
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#BIG BANG VACCINE ROLL-OUT CAMPAIGN

Part of the audience that attended.
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MEC Sasekani Manzini and Professor Ramneek Ahluwalia.

OVER 700 STUDENTS
VACCINATED IN
TVET CAMPUSES
YOLISWA KHUMALO

A nurse ensures the vaccine rollout is pain-free.

A pain-free vaccination is executed.

Students vaccinating.

MAPULANENG - Technical
Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) students were encouraged
to step up and alleviate their fears by
getting the vaccine to flatten the curve.
This was during the Covid-19
Vaccination Rollout Campaign Launch at
the Mapulaneng Campus, in partnership
with the Department of Health and
Higher Health.
Professor Ramneek Ahluwalia, the
Chief Executive Officer of Higher
Health, revealed that of all the TVET
campuses in the province, Lydenburg
has the highest number of vaccinated
students.
According to statistics at the time
of the launch, 145 were vaccinated in
Lydenburg, while Barberton recorded
117 and only 69 students were
vaccinated at the Mapulaneng Campus.
“Those who are not vaccinated have
11 times higher the risk of dying than
those who have got their jab. The reason
we are concerned about young people
is because most of the youth have not
vaccinated yet, compared other countries.
“The reality is that it takes seconds for
the virus to attack your system, but at the
end of the day, it’s one’s choice to make
in the fight against this pandemic,” Prof
Ahluwalia said.
He further explained how the new
variant puts younger people at risk. He
said older people with chronic illnesses,
are vulnerable to death, but the affinity of

MEC for Health Sasekani Manzini.

the variant to young people is increasing.
“Humans can help curb the spread
of the Covid-19 by getting vaccinated
because the chances of transmitting
it will be low. It’s just the science of
defeating the virus and I plead with all of
you to get vaccinated.”
According to Ehlanzeni TVET’s
communications manager, Mxolisi
Ndzimande, 151 more students were
vaccinated in Mapulaneng during the
event.
“This brings the total number to 757
students vaccinated in all campuses,”
he said.
MEC for Health, Sasekani Manzini
said the aim is to get everyone
vaccinated, mentioning that the
government’s mandate is clearly to focus
on all age groups.
“As the Department of Health, we
support the vaccine roll out programme,
while educating the youth about the
importance of vaccination.
“We want to ensure young people
understand how the vaccines will assist
them health wise.”
“It is no longer about people above the
ages of 60 years and older or those with
comorbidities, but everyone. Let’s take
the opportunity to get our vaccinations
and save lives.
“As the country makes its way out
of the third wave of the pandemic, we
should continue adhering to the Covid-19
regulations. All our efforts may be in
vain if we do not take responsibility for
our health,” she concluded.

Professor Ramneek Ahluwalia explaining
how the virus affects the body.
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SPORT
Sonam Singh - Prof Ladies.

For all your sporting
news, news tips and
advertising, contact
Jabulane Khumalo
on 0748194977 or
email to: jabulane@
mpmirroronline.co.za

MPUMALANGA’S
A-TEAM SCOOPS GOLD AND
SILVERWARE IN GOLD PANNING
Toine Wallace - Prof Ladies.

JABULANE KHUMALO

Gold diggers were set in finding
their precious mineral at the National
Gold Panning Championships at an
ancient tourist town, Pilgrim’s Rest on
Saturday, October 9.
The ladies dominated this year’s
championships as they took top honors
in various categories. Timbokodvo took
the first spot. Mpumalanga’s Proficient
Ladies’ Linda Traill walked away with
a gold medal while Sue Steinberg took
came in second place with silver. The
bronze went to Hildegard van der
Heever.
Mpumalanga’s A-Team won the

Sharon Kahts- Prof Ladies.

five-person provincial competition. The
team is set to participate in the 2023
World Gold Panning Championships.
The games will be at the same venue
after South Africa won the bid to host.
The championships will see the
Pilgrim’s Rest host the spectacle for
the third time. They were held in the
tourist town in 2005 and 2012. In 2023,
gold panners from Austria, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic,
Finland, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Slovakia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
USA will showcase their panning skills
for top honours.

Linda Traill - Prof Ladies.
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